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Introduction  
 
1 Which? is an independent, not-for-profit consumer organisation with around 
700,000 members and is the largest consumer organisation in Europe. Which? is 
independent of government and industry, and is funded through the sale of Which? 
consumer magazines, other subscription services and books.  
 



2 This consultation starts by setting out Which?&rsquo;s general comments on net 
neutrality. It then addresses each of the questions posed in the consultation document.  
 
3 Which? believes that in addition to transparency, consumers must be able to switch 
easily between providers and that guidelines on net neutrality should be adopted by 
the telecoms industry and monitored by Ofcom .  
 
4 In a neutral network, consumers:  
&gt; Are entitled to an Internet connection of the speed and reliability advertised to 
them;  
&gt; are entitled to an Internet connection that enables them to;  
&gt; send and receive content of their choice;  
&gt; use services and run applications of their choice;  
&gt; connect hardware and use software of their choice that does not harm the 
network;  
&gt; are entitled to an Internet connection that is free from discrimination with regard 
to type of application, service, or content or based on sender or receiver address;  
&gt; are entitled to competition among network, application, service, and content 
providers;  
&gt; are entitled to know what network management practices are deployed by their 
network providers ;  
 
These principles may be subject to legal obligations and reasonable network 
management practices, which are practices that are necessary to ensure the proper 
functioning of the network. Reasonable network management practices include 
measures that address legitimate congestion and traffic management issues, as well as 
quality of service measures chosen by a consumer that affect only that consumer's 
connection to the Internet.  
 
5 Which? believes that:  
&gt; Ofcom should encourage and ensure the above defined principles of net 
neutrality;  
&gt; Ofcom should assess the level of competition in broadband Internet access, and 
take steps to enhance competition;  
&gt; Ofcom should prevent ISPs and network providers from engaging in unfair 
discrimination against content, services, applications, or devices;  
&gt; Ofcom should require that ISPs have an obligation to provide fair, complete, and 
accurate information on their policies and procedures on network management, and 
how they affect access to particular content, services, applications, or the ability to 
attach particular devices;  
&gt; Ofcom should ensure that consumers have recourse to an effective complaint and 
enforcement mechanism if providers fail to provide service plan information or 
discriminate against content, services, applications, or devices in a manner that 
contravenes principles of net neutrality;  
&gt; Ofcom should periodically assess whether ISPs and network providers 
discriminate against content, services, applications, or devices on their network; 
whether any such discrimination falls outside the scope of legitimate network 
management; and take action against discrimination that violates the principles of net 
neutrality.  
 



Which? believes that ISPs should:  
&gt; Before any intervention in their network, ISPs have to prove that there is 
conclusive evidence of congestion or that this is an imperative necessity for the 
functioning of the network;  
&gt; Make net neutrality a benchmark of quality, and use it as a competition 
parameter;  
&gt; Report their specific network management practices in detail to Ofcom and the 
public;  
&gt; Prove that any prioritization of traffic enables a better quality of service 
regardless of whether a customer is a consumer or business.  

Question 1: How enduring do you think congestion problems are likely 
to be on different networks and for different players?: 

There has been a rapid rise in internet traffic transported over the networks as more 
consumers access a widening range of services.  
&gt; Since 2006 the number of internet users in the UK has almost doubled from just 
over 15 million to approximately 30 million;  
&gt; There has been a parallel growth in the number of users watching TV or 
listening to radio over the internet (from 6.4 million in 2006 to 17.4 million in 2010).  
&gt; In addition the number of people accessing the internet from mobile devices has 
also grown rapidly showing a 7% rise from 2009 .  
&gt; These figures are likely further grow, particularly in the mobile sector .  
As the Ofcom discussion paper notes, Virgin media and BT have invested in their 
networks, but there is still a requirement for significant investment in access networks 
and the backhaul and internet core. Without significant investment by ISPs in the 
networks congestion problems that are currently experienced are likely to endure on 
both fixed and mobile networks, if not worsen.  

Question 2: What do you think are possible incentives for potentially 
unfair discrimination?: 

The incentives for unfair discrimination are closely tied in to the expanding products 
offered by Internet Service Providers (ISPs) and convergence within the telecoms 
market. For example, when an ISP begins to offer content alongside its network 
access or when telephone and internet services converge the potential for unfair 
discrimination is greatly increased due to the economic incentive of an ISP 
prioritising its own offerings over those of its competitors or by degrading the 
services offered by its competitors. Such behaviour is uncommon but has been 
reported in both the United States and Europe , .  
Internet Service Providers are in a unique position to block access to specific content, 
services or applications transmitted over their networks. The ways in which ISPs 
could discriminate relate to competition: access to a competitors service or an 
application may be blocked to allow the internet service provider to gain an advantage 
over its competitors (and clients). Examples of such behaviour can be found 
throughout Europe and on both fixed and mobile networks.  
 
In 2007, UK telecom operators Orange and Vodafone removed the Voice over the 
Internet Protocol (VoIP) from all Nokia N95 cell phones sold by them in the UK. In 
April 2009, Deutsche Telecom AG in Germany, the exclusive distributor of iPhone, 



announced its intention to block the use of Skype on iPhone, blocking the VoIP 
connection. Mobile Internet providers often market tariffs as offering 
&ldquo;unlimited Internet&rdquo; access. For example, French network operator 
SFR advertises the offer of &quot;unlimited Internet&quot;, whereas in reality access 
to peer-to-peer, voice over IP, and news groups are blocked.  
 
Money saving is also a motive for the blocking of services by ISPs. According to 
some ISPs high bandwidth use incurs significant costs. This has lead to some ISPs 
threatening to restrict access to bandwidth hungry content. For example, the 
BBC&rsquo;s multimedia and video platform iPlayer, which not only uses lots of 
bandwidth but is also increasingly popular, was the subject of complaints of network 
congestion by network operators and even threats to restrict access to the service . In 
February 2010, the CEO of Telef&oacute;nica stated that his company intends to 
charge search engines for the use of their network, adding that Telef&oacute;nica will 
seek to push its own content .  
 
Internet Service Providers can considerably slow down or &lsquo;throttle&rsquo; 
access speeds to specific services in a discriminatory way. Such access degradation is 
particularly damaging to time-sensitive content, services and applications such as 
VoIP, real-time video streaming, and television services delivered over the IP 
network. The incentives to discriminate in this way become apparent when the ISP 
has its own competing service or content offerings. For example, it is in the interest of 
providers of both internet and telephone calls to degrade the quality of VoIP services 
to encourage clients to use its telephone service.  

Question 3: Can you provide any evidence of economic and or 
consumer value generated by traffic management? : 

Which? recognises that some traffic management is essential to the smooth running of 
the network. Controlling traffic to alleviate network congestion and prioritising 
services vulnerable to latency during cases of temporary network congestion can 
ensure that consumers receive the best level of service available to them.  
In a July 2010 survey Which? asked 9,657 of its members to give us their opinions on 
broadband usage restrictions. The results of two of these questions suggest that 
consumers are willing to accept fair usage limits on unlimited packages as long as this 
is made clear (70% agreed with this statement) and that consumers see heavy users on 
unlimited packages as the cause of a slower service for everyone else (52% agreed 
with this statement). Taken together these results suggest that consumers are willing 
to accept some degree of traffic management where it is able to improve the quality of 
service they receive.  

Question 4: Conversely, do you think that unconstrained traffic 
management has the potential for (or is already causing) 
consumer/citizen harm? Please include any relevant evidence. : 

Unconstrained traffic management has the potential to greatly reduce the access of 
consumers to web based content and services such as Skype and peer 2 peer services. 
As such it has the potential to, and already is, causing consumer detriment in terms of 
both access and choice:  



&gt; In 2007, UK telecom operators Orange and Vodafone removed the Voice over 
the Internet Protocol (VoIP) from all Nokia N95 cell phones sold by them in the UK.  
&gt; In April 2009, Deutsche Telecom AG in Germany, the exclusive distributor of 
iPhone, announced its intention to block the use of Skype on iPhone, blocking the 
VoIP connection.  
&gt; SFR advertises the offer of &quot;unlimited Internet&quot;, whereas in reality 
access to peer-to-peer, voice over IP, and news groups are blocked.  

Question 5: Can you provide any evidence that allowing traffic 
management has a negative impact on innovation? : 

The continued growth of a neutral Internet will encourage innovation and economic 
growth. Services and applications can rely upon the current best-efforts architecture of 
the internet only so long as providers do not unfairly discriminate against particular 
applications, services, protocols, or content.  
 
Which? is concerned any discrimination would force technological innovators to 
shape their new offerings to meet myriad, variable regimes, discouraging the 
development and deployment of new technologies and services.  

Question 6: Ofcom?s preliminary view is that there is currently 
insufficient evidence to justify ex ante regulation to prohibit certain 
forms of traffic management. Are you aware of evidence that supports 
or contradicts this view? : 

No. 

Question 7: Ofcom?s preliminary view is that more should be done to 
increase consumer transparency around traffic management. Do you 
think doing so would sufficiently address any potential concerns and 
why?: 

Which? agrees that transparency around traffic management is essential in the 
development of an effective market for internet access. However, it is also concerned 
that Ofcom should not focus too narrowly on transparency as this alone is not 
sufficient to address potential concerns.  
Which? is concerned that to focus too narrowly on transparency risks giving ISPs 
free-reign to justify discriminatory traffic management as long as they are clear and 
open about doing so. Such as situation not only reduces consumer access and choice 
of web content and services but also provides a barrier to innovation as technology 
and content developers will find market access more difficult.  
The broadband market in the UK is relatively competitive. In its last survey of 
broadband providers Which? rated 24 products supplied by 14 parent companies. 
However, as well as a lack of transparency over broadband packages there are also 
significant barriers for consumers when switching providers. The three market leading 
broadband providers in the UK (BT, Virgin Media and Talk Talk) offer broadband 
deals that tie consumers in for a minimum of 12 months. In order for transparency to 
be enough to address concerns it must be partnered with a removal of the barriers to 
switching.  



Question 8: Are you aware of any evidence that sheds light on peoples? 
ability to understand and act upon information they are given 
regarding traffic management?: 

Which? member research conducted in July 2010 with 9,657 members found that 
70% of members asked agreed with the statement &lsquo;its fine to have fair usage 
limits on unlimited packages as long as this is made clear.&rsquo; In response to this 
same question a total of 17% said that they either did not know or neither agreed nor 
disagreed. Although not a direct test of consumer understanding, and by no means an 
indication that members are fully aware of traffic management processes this does 
suggest that the majority of Which? members questioned were aware of the need for 
transparency in fair usage limits and therefore by proxy that ISPs are indulging in 
traffic management.  
Which? believes that there is a significant lack of research into the understanding of 
traffic management and its impact on consumer behaviour and usage of the internet. 
The research gaps mean that it is difficult to assess the full impact of traffic 
management policies on different groups of consumers or even if there are distinct 
consumer groups accessing internet content. Ofcom&rsquo;s planned behavioral 
economics project will shed some light on this area but more research is needed to 
inform this debate.  
Which? also believes that as part of its work to understand consumer actions and 
reactions Ofcom should work with stakeholders to proactively engage consumers on 
issues of traffic management, net neutrality and broadband transparency more 
generally. Consumer understanding is central to a functioning market.  

Question 9: How can information on traffic management be presented 
so that it is accessible and meaningful to consumers, both in 
understanding any restrictions on their existing offering, and in 
choosing between rival offerings? Can you give examples of useful 
approaches to informing consumers about complex issues, including 
from other sectors?: 

In its regular assessment of broadband providers and the products that they offer 
Which? assesses and conveys 6 specifications to consumers in a table format. 
Included amongst these is information on the usage-caps applied to the service, 
including details of the hours between which they apply. This simple presentation of 
one aspect of traffic management demonstrates the ease with which traffic 
management policies can be clearly conveyed &ndash; by avoiding overly technical 
or jargonistic language and focusing on the key outcomes of the traffic management 
policies for consumers i.e. between the hours of 6pm-9pm download speeds will be 
restricted.  
This information could be provided on consumers&rsquo; monthly statements in a 
simple box that also provides information on average speeds for the past month and 
time left on their current contract.  
Which? campaigned to simplify the bills that energy customers receive from their 
energy providers. This is an industry with parallels to the broadband industry with 
regards to the provision of customer information. Firstly, the industry offers several 
tariffs that provide for different consumer desires - analogous to the different 
broadband packages offered by ISPs. Secondly, the information that the energy 



companies are required to relay to consumers is of a technical and often complex 
form.  
Although not directly comparable we believe that the Which? asks in relation to 
energy bills could be used to inform the communication of information in the 
broadband market. On energy bills Which? called for:  
&gt; An itemised summary box on bills and statements - enabling consumers to see 
key information at a glance. The summary box should show the following:  
&gt; The exact tariff name;  
&gt; The amount of energy used;  
&gt; The rate of gas and/or electricity per kWh and how this is broken down on a 
daily basis;  
&gt; How the cost has been calculated;  
&gt; Any discounts you are benefiting from and when they end;  
&gt; Any fees you will have to pay if you change supplier.  
The call for a summary box on energy suppliers&rsquo; bills was based on the 
successful implication of the summary box on credit card statements and this provides 
another example of how complex information can be clearly relayed to consumers in 
a format that enables them to both understand and act upon it.  

Question 10: How can compliance with transparency obligations best be 
verified?: 

If information is provided to consumers in a clear and transparent way and the 
broadband market is one in which consumers can easily switch they should be able to 
verify if their provider is complying with the principles of net neutrality and leave 
them were they to believe this is not the case. In addition there must be a clear route 
for consumer redress and for complaints and this should be made clear on all 
communications from the ISP to the customer.  
The burden of monitoring the market should not be passed entirely to the consumer 
and Ofcom should play a key role in ensuring that ISPs are not flouting the guidelines 
on net neutrality. This could be achieved by extending the remitt of the regular UK 
Broadband Speeds research conducted with SamKnows to include the measurement 
of network performance and traffic management.  

Question 11: Under what circumstances do you think the imposition of 
a minimum quality of service would be appropriate and why? : 

Should the industry consistently fail to comply with the guidelines on net neutrality 
highlighted at the top of this document then the imposition of minimum quality of 
service should apply. 
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